
EDITORIAL 
Our chairman, Martyn Cook has submitted his annual report following our 

AGM. As Martyn indicates, because the AGM now takes place at the time of 

our May meeting it has been decided in future to publish “Runway 22” to 

accommodate the new date for the AGM. It will therefore in future be published 

to be distributed at our February, June and October meetings. 

Our new monument now stands proudly on the Barrack Square between the two 

war memorials. We were grateful to Group Captain Mike Quigley who came 

from Boscombe Down to give an address and unveil the monument. He has 

written a most interesting article about the history of Boscombe Down since it 

assumed the role of The Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment 

and I have included it with his permission. If our society stands for anything it 

surely exists to remember for posterity the aviation history of Martlesham 

Heath.  

Our Open Day, (or Funday if you prefer!), is on Sunday September 13
th
 and I 

am sure that it will once again prove to be popular. We try to please both adults 

and families with children and judging by previous attendances we I am sure we 

will succeed. It all depends upon the weather and, dare I say it, the appearance 

of the Battle of Britain Flight Dakota. 

Don Kitt is one of our very first members and a long time supporter of the 

Society and I am sure you will join me in congratulating Don on his award of 

the MBE. This was for his charity work for children and families from deprived 

homes since, would you believe, the 1960’s!  

Unfortunately I have had to include two obituaries.  

Hopefully you will enjoy reading this edition of “Runway 22”. The usual 

mixture of news and light hearted articles.  

ED 

 

A LATE BUT NECESSARY 28
TH

 AGM REPORT 
The 2008/09 AGM report seems rather a far cry from the actual AGM which 

this year was held on 1st May 2009. 
I did suggest in the May 2009 issue of “Runway 22” that the new committee 

look at changing the month that the newsletter appears.  Currently the dates are 

January, May and September.  But with the AGM now being held on the first 

Friday in May it would be sensible to move the dates back i.e. February, June 

and October to allow the AGM to be reported upon in the June issue.  Well, I 

can now report that the committee has agreed to this. 

So please take note that the next one will not be available until our 

February 2010 meeting. 

Back to the 2008/09 AGM.  Let me at this point inform you all that there are no 

changes to your committee for 2009/10 resulting from the 2009 AGM.  There 

being no application forms submitted to the Secretary the 2008/09 committee 

were re-elected on-bloc. 

Unfortunately, due to ill health our President Mr Gordon Kinsey was not able to 

attend most of our meetings during the year but, still maintains a huge interest 

in our activities and I’m sure that you join me in hoping that he continues to do 

so for many years to come. 

The society’s Vice Chairman, Robert Dunnett despite being in hospital earlier in 

the year and again recently, has been very active and refuses to slow down.  He 

and I along with some of the Wednesday morning “Control Tower Gang” have 

been actively cutting back more of the vegetation giving us yet more space for 

the “Control Tower Fun Day” on 13
th
 September 2009. 

That’s not to say that all of the other members of the gang have been idle.  Colin 

Whitmore has spearheaded a new kitchen area with assistance from us all at 

various times. 

Alan Smith works continually on recording, collating and copying documents 

and pictures for our archive. 

Russell Bailey has been busy organising visits to the Control Tower Museum 

and maintaining our outside stall, which we take from show to show where 

possible. 

Peter Durrell continues to keep the books straight and the money flowing 

between accounts where necessary.    

Our membership now exceeds 300.  This figure has long been the target for 

John Bulbeck our Membership Secretary to reach and pass and was very keen 

and proud to announce this in his report to the membership. 

Vicky Hall has arranged some cracking evenings which has led to the increased 

numbers attending our monthly meetings.  This does of course have its 

drawbacks with seating every one but, so far so good, well done Vicky. 

Alan Powell who is the society Secretary and Newsletter Editor is constantly 

collecting material for “Runway 22” as well as keeping other editorials abreast 

of what is happening within the MHAS. 

Howard King, Publicity Secretary is kept on his toes producing posters and 

fliers for each of our meetings as well as keeping the society name on the tips of 

every ones tongues in libraries and visitor centres in the locality. 

David Bloomfield looks after our promotional ‘society clothing’ and is 

constantly looking for fresh ideas to keep sales turning over and succeeds. 

Frank Bright, who we reckon was born with a paint brush in one hand and a 

paint pot in the other continues to freshen up the control tower and other areas.  

He’s unstoppable! 

Peter Morris and Tom Scrivener are always on hand to help out.  In Tom’s case 

its, “Tom can you just make…?) what would we do with out them. 

Three other members who need to be mentioned are Bob Moore who video’s 

each meeting when possible and produces a tape which is then stored by Peter 

Stimpson, Quartermaster of the Control Tower.  Peter keeps all the essentials 

topped up including the chocolate biscuits. 



Tony Crunden is last but by no means least to get a mention.  Tony is sitting on 

the Community Hall seat when I arrive to unlock each month.  He then helps to 

put out the chairs and once done sits by the entrance door collecting entrance 

money from the members as they arrive. 

Finally to you the members whose support each month is tremendous.  Our 

speakers have often commented on the size of their audience. 

Thank you all for your help and your support. 

Unfortunately, each year we have those that depart this life for another, last year 

we lost 7 good members and one very good friend and one 356
th
 FG Veteran. 

Moving on to something a little more cheery, who can forget that wonderful 

spread at the “Three Horse Shoes” in deepest Essex after another wonderful 

visit to our long term friends Linda and Clive Denny at Vintage Fabrics. Also 

the fabulous “Control Tower Fun Day” held on the 14 September 2008 when, 

no one wanted to go home. Good times to remember. 

So what about the year ahead?  Well, as you read this we are already 4 to 5 

months into 2009/10 and its difficult to keep back some of the exciting things 

that have already taken place but, I have to keep something back for next year, 

don’t I? 

Martyn Cook - Chairman  

 

Our annual photographic competition in memory of “Holly” Hall follows our 

AGM and was won by Gavin Hamilton. Well done Gavin! 

 

 

 

PROPERLY TO TEST 
The outbreak of war in 1939 saw the Aeroplane and Armament Experimental 

Establishment (A&AEE) relocate from Martlesham Heath to Boscombe Down. 

As 2009 fast approaches so too does the 70th anniversary of Boscombe Down's 

association with aircraft test and evaluation. The task then was to test aircraft 

and armament thoroughly to ensure that they would perform as safely and 

efficiently as possible. Today, almost 70 years on, the basic task remains the 

same and we continue to ensure that the front line receives equipment that is 

safe and fit for purpose. 

Just as evolutionary history tells us that the fittest species survived because they 

were able to adapt to change, so too should organisations in a changing 

environment. Aerospace technology has advanced rapidly over the past 70 

years and Defence has been in a state of almost constant change since the end 

of the Cold War. The underlying theme in recent years has been a need for the 

UK's armed forces (and the defence industrial base) to adapt to meet changes in 

the strategic environment while remaining relevant and affordable in the fierce 

competition for public funds. Boscombe Down has changed a great deal over 

70 years - and it will continue to do so. 

In 1939 Boscombe Down was far from ideal as a test establishment. There 

were no runways or gun butts and the only ranges, on Salisbury Plain, belonged 

to the Army who naturally had first call on them. Domestic and technical 

accommodation at the time was completely inadequate for an expanding fleet 

of aircraft and large numbers of Service and civilian research staff. 

The jet age came to Boscombe Down in March 1944 with the arrival of the first 

prototype of the de Havilland 'Spider Crab', the forerunner of the Vampire. 

A&AEE had, however, been involved with jet aircraft for some months as a 

result of flying the Meteor prototype at Morton Valence. Late in 1944, 

McAlpines started construction of the first runway at Boscombe, one of the 

longest and widest in the country, but it was not finished until long after the first 

jet aircraft had scorched the grass strip. In the six years that the war lasted 

aircraft speeds doubled, operational ceilings increased by 50% and maximum 

take-off weights trebled. Not long after WWII the Berlin blockade and the 

Korean War led once again to national rearmament. A crop of new military 

aircraft was soon arriving in such numbers that the A&AEE's meagre resources 

were stretched to the limit. Meanwhile, aerospace technology and aircraft 

performance continued to improve at an ever increasing pace calling for 

corresponding improvements in trials management, test techniques, 

instrumentation and the understanding of aircraft behaviour. 

By the early 1950s, a new generation of heavy jet aircraft, the Valiant, the 

Victor and the Vulcan, which were to form the mainstay of Bomber Command 

in years to come, were on the drawing board. These, and fighters like the 

Javelin, Hunter, Swift and Lightning, more advanced than anything flown at 



Boscombe up to that time, needed suitable facilities for testing, so around 1954 

the airfield was largely rebuilt. A second runway was laid down, new offices 

and workshops were constructed, and more modern airfield aids were installed. 

The imposing Weighbridge Hangar was also built and takes its name from the 

requirement to be able to weigh aircraft under cover; it has a clear span of 250 ft 

and was intended to accommodate the Brabazon airliner, although the aircraft 

never actually reached Boscombe. By the end of the 1950s, a further sea-change 

was under way following the 1957 White Paper on Defence. The intended 

abandonment of further manned fighter and bomber aircraft had far reaching 

effects at Boscombe Down. Fewer, new British-made aircraft appeared and to 

some extent were replaced by foreign-made, typically American, types. A 

series of Defence reviews led to reductions in national commitments and 

inevitably a scaling down of military procurement. Boscombe Down's 

workload reduced accordingly, most noticeably from about the late 1960s. 

In 1949, at the end of the post-war rundown, the total number of people of all 

grades on the strength of the A&AEE was 1400 (including only about 100 

civilians), the lowest number up to 1975. At a time when the extensive 

rebuilding programme was getting underway, stressing the importance of the 

future of the Establishment, the disappearance of manpower seemed to be 

indicating an opposite emphasis. Numbers grew again, however, to a peak of 2592 in 

March 1956 with the arrival of Airborne Forces personnel and with recruiting for 

the extra work of rearmament. The peak in aircraft numbers (110) occurred in 

1954, some 18 months earlier. After the doldrums of the immediate post-war 

period, the rapid increase in test work from about 1950 transformed the morale of 

both Service and civilian personnel. The national rearmament effort on the air side 

had a natural focus at Boscombe Down, the importance of aircraft testing was self-

evident, and the challenge of working on the latest designs with rigidly enforced 

security restrictions added to the sense of purpose. Over the years, civilians took on 

much of the work previously done by Servicemen. The most rapid changeover 

occurred progressively from early 1958 when almost all aircraft servicing became a 

civilian responsibility. Between April 1957 and April 1961 around 1050 RAF posts 

were abolished. One indirect result of the changed manning was that the 

disciplinary powers of a Commanding Officer were transferred in November 1959 

from the two group captains (Superintendents of Flying and Armaments) to the wing 

commander of the newly created 'RAF Unit Boscombe Down'. In March 1970, this 

post was downgraded to squadron leader. 

The Station changed little in appearance in the 1960s and 1970s, but in 1979 a new 

round of construction work started when the airfield was assigned as a NATO 

dispersal base and hardened aircraft shelters were built to support forward-deployed 

American F-111Ds. However, the main purpose of the Station continued to be trials 

work. 

In 1992 the site was renamed the Aircraft and Armament Evaluation Establishment 

when experimental work moved to the Defence Research Agency. Responsibility 

for the site passed from the MOD Procurement Executive to the Defence Test and 

Evaluation Organisation in 1993, and subsequently to the Defence Evaluation and 

Research Agency in 1996. In the same year, the Establishment was reorganised to 

comprise Fast Jet Test Squadron, Heavy Aircraft Test Squadron and Rotary Wing 

Test Squadron, in addition to parenting the Empire Test Pilots' School. Following the 

creation of QinetiQ in 2001, a 25-year Long Term Partnering Agreement was 

signed with the MOD in 2003. Boscombe Down remains a government airfield but 

is operated by QinetiQ on behalf of the MOD. The Joint Test and Evaluation Group 

(JTEG) was established under the control of RAF Air Command and together with 

QinetiQ formed the Aircraft Test and Evaluation Centre (ATEC). This unique 

partnership is charged with the test and evaluation of new and in-Service military 

aircraft. In April this year, the JTEG joined the Air Warfare Centre, but the military 

personnel continue to play a central role in the test and evaluation process alongside 

their QinetiQ colleagues. 

Today there is no shortage of trials work and there are some large and exciting new 

projects on the horizon, such as the Future Strategic Tanker Aircraft and the Airbus 

A400M programme. There is also a growing interest in unmanned air systems. All 

this will almost certainly be in addition to a steady stream of urgent tasks in support 

of planned and contingent operations. Inevitably, policy changes and the drive for 

greater integration of developmental and operational test and evaluation; innovation 

in complex technology, threats and countermeasures; the introduction of synthetic 

test techniques; and commercial and financial pressures will result in further 

evolution in the way we work at Boscombe Down. 

Many changes to the organisation and facilities have occurred over the years, 

including numerous name changes, but Boscombe Down's role in support of the 

armed forces continues and the Station's principal task is unchanged. I am confident 

that, with some 70 years' experience in the test and evaluation business, Boscombe 

Down will continue to rise to future challenges and respond to advances in military 

aviation and shifts in the strategic environment. That said, we mustn't become 

complacent. Evolution's rules are simple: creatures that adapt to threats and master 

their environment thrive; those that don't, become extinct! 

Group Captain Mike Quigley, Air Warfare Centre  Chief Engineer. 
 



 
 

 OUR NEW MONUMENT – WHY AND HOW WE DID IT 
June 28

th
. What a great day we had for our dedication ceremony! The weather 

behaved itself and there was a good attendance. BBC Look East even turned up 

and reported the proceedings that evening.  

The Hurricane and the Spitfire of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight arrived 

bang on time to salute us. Pity the Lanc. was absent. She does seem to have her 

fair share of engine problems. Like all of us, I guess – not getting any younger! 

The idea of a monument to the aviation history of Martlesham Heath was 

triggered  by the fact that last year was the one-hundredth anniversary of the 

first British powered flight. The Royal Aeronautical Society were promoting the 

placement of bronze plaques in various parts of the country where significant 

aviation achievements had taken place. 

Our committee considered a bronze plaque but came to the conclusion that not 

only did we have nowhere to prominently place a plaque, but also Martlesham 

Heath was the site of so much aviation research that a mere plaque could not do 

justice to all that happened here. 

I offered to give the matter some thought and designed the monument you see 

today. We took the idea to our great friend and supporter Mr Richard Barker, of 

Barker, Gotelee, solicitors, who not only maintains the existing memorials at his 

own expense, but was himself a prime mover in the erection of the 1991 war 

memorial. 

Richard was delighted with the concept of erecting a monument to remember 

the aviation history of The Heath. He offered to “front” our campaign by 

contacting businesses on The Heath to request donations. This no doubt added 

“weight” to the campaign and quite miraculously within a few months we had 

achieved our goal of raising the necessary £9000. We are most grateful for all 

who donated and I listed the principal donors in the May issue of “Runway”. 

Our thanks also to Group Captain Mike Quigley, Air Warfare Centre Chief 

Engineer, MoD Boscombe Down for giving an address and unveiling the 

monument on 28
th
 June. The Aeroplane and Armament Experimental 

Establishment was, of course moved to Boscombe Down at the outbreak of 

WW2. 

The event is recorded in detail on the official RAF website complete with 

pictures and this can be accessed through our own site, www.mhas.org.uk. It 

also appears in the RAF News. 

Martlesham Heath Aviation Society is as strong today as it is ever was and the 

magnificent new monument is an achievement of which we can be proud. 

Alan Powell 
 

 

 

 

OH! MARY THIS WAAF 

Oh! Mary, this WAAf is a wonderful life, 

Sure, you might get a job as an officer's wife. 

There are plenty of airwomen just digging for gold, 

At least, when I asked 'em, it's what I was told, 

So I soon took a hand in this digging ye ken, 

And I tried very hard to attract all the men, 

Saluted quite smartly by winking one eye, 

And ignored all the airmen unless they could fly. 
 

A young Flight Lieutenant was the cause of my fall 

So handsome, attractive, and heavenly tall, 

Took me for a ride in his little M.G., 

When something went wrong with the engine, y'see. 

We were running on Pool and 100 octane, 

Though I shouted quite loudly, no help could obtain, 

He'd twenty E.A.'s to his credit already, 

So one little Waaf couldn't make him unsteady. 
 

And now on my story I will not enlarge, 

Sufficient to say that I got my discharge! 
 

The Waafery (1940) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DIESEL VERSUS PETROL – OR JUNKERS VERSUS ROLLS ROYCE 
Diesel engines and aircraft seem not to go happily together, but even so the Junkers 

Jumo 207 engine was a diesel, but a brilliant design which, in the right aircraft gave 

the Royal Air Force considerable headache. An upright six-cylinder design, each 

cylinder had two pistons, acting on crankshaft at the top and bottom of the cylinder 

block. It was also a two-stroke, with the inlet ports being uncovered by the bottom 

piston as it went down at the same time as the exhaust ports were uncovered by the 

top piston going up. The brilliant simplicity of design also brought quite astonishing 

fuel efficiency, as it burned just 0.374 Ibs./ b.h.p./hour, which put it in the same class 

as the quite outstanding family of Bristol sleeve-valve radial engines, which 

consumed even less fuel to deliver their power. Of course, the diesel engine brought 

the penalty of greater weight, being some 500 Ibs. heavier than the Merlin, while 

producing about 150 b.h.p. less at take-off. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Junkers Ju 86P High Altitude Reconnaissance Monoplane 

 

The single row of cylinders gave the design extremely slim lines, as shown in the 

illustration of the Junkers JU 86P. This very advanced aircraft had a wing span of 

104 feet, compared to the standard 74 feet, which not only very much reduced the 

wing loading, but also the induced drag at the wingtips. This is caused by air below 

the wing at higher pressure than that flowing over the upper surface, curling up and 

over to form a vortex - the smaller the wingtip, the smaller the vortex and the less 

the drag. The crew of only two;  pilot and radio operator/navigator, was carried in a 

small but essential pressurised cabin in the nose which, together with a very high 

degree of supercharging in the engines, enabled the aircraft to operate at heights up 

to 49,000 feet. As a consequence, when in made its appearance over the Western 

Desert in June 1942 on reconnaissance, it was at first quite untouchable, and the 

same applied to the bomber version when it appeared over southern England two or 

three weeks later. 

The best available Spitfire at the time was the Mark 9, with the Merlin 66 or 266, 

which both had the great advantage of Bendix fuel injection, instead of the old float 

type carburettor, which had caused the engine to cut out when negative G was 

applied. Even so, the two-stage, two-speed supercharged engine could not power the 

aircraft much above 35,000 feet, so some drastic weight reduction was required. The 

different ways in which this was achieved in the two theatres probably reflected the 

operational experience of the two local air commanders. When it came to reducing 

weight by taking out guns, the aircraft in the Special Service Flight formed at 

Northolt for the purpose, kept their two cannon. However, Keith Park, RAF 

commander in the Middle East, might well have recalled that the early cannon-

armed Spitfire in his 11 Group in the Battle of Britain were heartily disliked by 

pilots, because the cannon jammed so often! Here in Britain, with greater technical 

resources, the "hotted-up" aircraft were fitted with lightweight propellers, and 

slightly lower ratio reduction gear, which gave the aircraft better performance in the 

climb and at height. They were finished in the special, lightweight, PR duck egg 

blue, highly polished. Both here and in the Middle East the aircraft had their armour 

plate removed, with the result that the Special Flight aircraft shed 450lbs. However, 

since it was intended here to send off a single aircraft to intercept the raider, the 

radio was retained, while Park decided to send off a pair, both less armour plate, the 

lead aircraft naturally retaining its radio, and with four guns, in order to lead the 

no.2, with no radio and only two guns, to within striking distance of the Junkers. 

The no.2 was instructed to aim at the engines, while no.1 waited below to finish off 

the enemy if necessary 

So it was that on 24th August 1942, after close photo-reconnaissance aircraft had 

enjoyed several unmolested sorties over north Africa, a 38-year-old Flying Officer, 

G.W.H. Reynolds, the chief test pilot at no. 103 Maintenance Unit, intercepted a 

Junkers at 49,000 feet and shot it down. There were only five more intruder flights 

by the Junkers, with two more aircraft being shot down, the last by Reynolds. It is 

recorded that, in this last successful sortie, he flew at over 45,000 feet for an hour in 

an un-pressurised, iced-up aircraft, finally summoning the last of his strength to 

press the firing button. 

The bomber version of the JU 86 appeared over England in mid-August 1942, so 

that by the time the Special Flight aircraft had been modified, it was not until the 12
th
 

September that Pilot Officer Prince Emanuel Galaitzine successfully intercepted one 

of these specially modified JU 86 aircraft at 41,000 feet over Southampton. He had 

to climb to 43,000 feet before opening fire - and his cannon jammed during the first 

burst, which had left the Junkers with a single hole in its port wing, but which then 

caused his aircraft to stew away to starboard. Climbing laboriously back into the 

firing position, the same thing happened repeatedly, so that the German aircraft 

escaped. Since this encounter clearly showed that these high-level raiders were not 

invulnerable, and almost certainly knowing of the success of the Royal Air Force in 

the Middle East, it was also the last sortie of the JU 86P or R, Not even the Germans 

could sustain 50% losses! 

Contributed by our member, Richard Gregory. 

 

 

 

 

 



LETTER SPOT 
Robert Dunnett is in touch with Don Strait, a great friend of the society and a 

veteran flier from Martlesham Heath during WW2. I have published a copy of 

the letter that Robert has received from Don and have copied it below… 

 

“The 356th Fighter Group sends sincere best wishes to the members of the 

MHAS on the occasion of this special Aviation “Open Day” at the Control 

Tower Museum. 
The 356th is especially pleased with the great job the Society is doing with the 

restoration and maintenance of the Museum. 

As the leading Ace of the 356th Ftr.Grp. I was very proud to have flown 

operationally at Martlesham Heath. A very unique, famous and outstanding 

Airfield. 

The members of the 356th express their appreciation to the MHAS for the great 

job they are doing to perpetuate the history of this great Airfield.” 

Best wishes to you all, 

Maj Gen Donald J Strait, USAAF - O/C 361st Ftr. Sqd. 

RAF Martlesham Heath 1943-45 

 

 

I have had another letter from Phil and Cynthia Sheaf, late of this neck of the 

woods but now residing in Kent. Readers may remember, Phil calls himself our 

Kentish correspondent! Thanks for these snippets Phil. Always room for a little 

humour.ED. 

 

Phil begins.. “I chanced to borrow "Tally Ho" by Wing Comdr. Bob 

Foster DFC, AE from the local library and found the following couple of yarns 

quite amusing.  Bb Foster was a B.o.B pilot who was subsequently sent to 

Australia to fly Spits against the Japanese who were raiding Darwin in 

Australia. 

 There is another story that concerns the night hours.  Two of our NCO pilots 

Jimmy Wellsman and David Wheeler, had just been commissioned which 

naturally heralded a bit of a bit of a party.  Our latrines had been built a fair way 

from the camp area, out in the bush, and David felt the call of nature after 

several beers so headed out into the night, flashlight in hand. 

 Reaching the latrine building, which was no more than a native type hut we had 

erected over a row of "thunderboxes" he dropped his shorts and was sitting 

quietly minding his own business, if you'll excuse the pun, and was spending his 

time shining his torch into the various dark corners, when he spotted two eyes 

shining back at him.  After a sharp intake of breath he finally recognised it as a 

snake.  Not daring to move he finally edged his beam along it's body, following 

with some incredulity it's continuing length.  Once he reached the tail end he 

estimated it was a 15 foot python which had decided to crawl in and take a nap - 

and he had woken it up! 

 In one swift movement Dave gathered his shorts - and his courage - pulling 

them up as he made a quick dash for the door then came rushing back to the 

party, pretty much excited by his experience.  Naturally we all tore down to the 

latrine, everyone full of beer and bravado, and unaware that a python was pretty 

harmless, quickly bumped it off.  Within minutes we had dragged it's massive 

length back to the party and began using the corpse as if it were a skipping 

rope.  Dave later confessed that if nothing else, seeing those eyes, and then the 

length of the beast, did wonders for his constipation! 

We did occasionally suffer one of those discomforts that westerners who find 

themselves in the tropics, that oddly sounding irritation, prickly heat   

This particular irritation usually gets you between the legs, or perhaps under the 

armpits.  The only cure we had was some stuff called Whitfield's 

Ointment which we would put around the affected area although it  was akin to 

burning oneself to death.  Every evening when the sun went down, someone, 

somewhere, could be seen sitting in front of their tent, or hut, legs wide apart 

and having applied Whitfields would then have to waft air with a towel, or even 

a fan if you were that way inclined. God, did it sting!  There was no worry 

about seeing you doing this, or rubbing the ointment on, for we all seemed to 

get it at some time or the other.  Fortunately with no women about to chase, 

there were only some Australian army nurses about the Darwin area, one didn't 

have to cancel any dates if one became afflicted with this torment.  Perhaps 

some newcomers might initially wonder why some of the chaps were standing 

around rubbing themselves between the legs, and then grimacing while they 

wafted a cool breeze over their nether regions, their grimace slowly turning to a 

look of relief, but they soon understood the personal reason why!" 

 I phoned Blunt Street, the publishers and they kindly said to go ahead and 

quote from "Tally Ho" but they would be grateful for a credit.” 

 Have fun, take care, 

Best Regards, PhilSheaf. 

 P.S  Bob Foster bagged a "Dinah", (a fast twin egine recce plane), and one or 

two Zeros to add to his tally whilst in Australia.    

 

I have had an email from our member John Barbrook concerning Salmet Close 

in Ipswich and I have copied it below.. 

 

“Hi Alan 

 In speaking to someone recently who lived near to Salmet Close on Belstead 

Road, they had no idea where the road name came from. So I enlightened them! 

 However, it is perhaps appropriate – in this Bleriot centenary year – to remind 

folk of Henri Salmet, who flew Bleriot (designed?) aircraft which were still 

cotton and wire. 



I do know that on his Daily Mail tour of Britain, he landed at Ipswich on around 

10 August 1912 (if the web site is right). But where did he land? Do you or one 

of the other experts know? I was born in Belstead Road, but I guess it was more 

likely to have been at Nacton? 

Sorry to trouble you, but your comments would be appreciated at your 

convenience.” 

 

I replied to John by saying that I didn’t know the answer to his questions, “but I 

know a man who would!” That man of course was our Archivist Alan Smith 

and I have copied his reply … 

 

Alan, 

Sorry for the delay in replying, but I had to contact David Keeble, who I know 

has researched this time at Ipswich. 
It is a case of my not knowing , but knowing someone else who does.  

His reply is below and you will see it fits what is required. 

'Henri Salmet, one of the "Daily Mail Airmen", arrived at Ipswich during the 

evening of Saturday, 10 August 1912.  Large crowds watched as he landed in 

one of the meadows belonging to Gippeswyk Hall Farm, situated between Stone 

Lodge Lane and Gwydyr Road, having flown from Clacton via Felixstowe.  At 

seven minutes to eight, he took-off again and demonstrated his Bleriot 

aeroplane to the assembled multitude until it was almost dark.  The Bleriot was 

then bedded down for the weekend but M. Salmet did not stay in Ipswich.  On 

Monday, 12 August, the airman returned to the town by train, and left for 

Gravesend in his monoplane at about five minutes past six that evening.' 

ED 
 

THE FOLLOWING FROM “MOST SECRET WAR”, BY Prof. RV 

JONES 

 
At the outbreak of the Second World War Professor RV Jones was appointed 

Assistant Director and subsequently Director of Intelligence to the Air Staff. 

His brilliant mind contributed significantly to the successful outcome of that 

war. In his book, “Most Secret War”, he relates an amusing little interlude.  

Sir Henry Tizzard was another leading intellectual figure and was chairman of 

the Aeronautical Research Committee. He led the “Tizzard Mission” to the 

United States in 1940 to “share” British radar secrets with the Americans. He 

had been in the RFC during the Great War and according to Jones “was 

somewhat in the background during WW2.”  Nevertheless in his role of 

chairman he had expressed the intention of inspecting all the scientific activities 

connected with the Air Force.  

RV Jones of course knew Sir Henry Tizzard well and decided it would be wise 

to assure him that “we had the competence to run the show efficiently 

ourselves.” 

The Great Man was shown some maps on the wall before being invited to sit at 

an absent colleague’s desk. 

Professor Jones relates that at that moment the door opened and a girl’s head 

appeared. She said, “oh hello doc! Have you seen Harold?”  The girl, whose 

name was Margaret, was herself a cryptographer and saw a figure at the desk 

where Sir Henry Tizzard was seated. “She was obviously feeling “even more 

light hearted than usual”, because she skipped over to the desk and said “hello 

Charles”. She was quite shortsighted but refused to wear glasses because of 

vanity. She stopped suddenly. “Good God its HT!” 

Jones says in his book that he could only conclude that she was drunk  “and I 

had visions of Tizzard reporting that we were such an irresponsible unit that no 

form of co-ordination could be too rigorous for us!  Our façade of efficiency 

had been shattered and I was nonplussed. How could I possibly account for 

such disrespectful behaviour?” 

Professor Jones was then equally astonished to hear Sir Henry say, “Oh hello 

Maggie, whatever are you doing here!” It turned out that they were next-door 

neighbours in Wimbledon.  

ALAN POWELL 

 

SMILE PLEASE 
Morris and his wife Esther went to the State Fair every year and every year 

Morris would say, “Esther, I’d like to ride in that helicopter.” Esther always 

replied, I know Morris but that helicopter ride is 50 dollars and 50 dollars is 50 

dollars.” 

One year Esther and Morris went to the Fair and Morris said, “I’m 85 years old 

and if I don’t ride that helicopter I may never get another chance.” 

Esther replied, “Morris that helicopter is 50 dollars and 50 dollars is 50 dollars.” 

The pilot overheard the couple and said, “folks I’ll make you an deal. I’ll take 

both of you for a ride. If you stay quiet for the entire ride I won’t charge you. 

But if one of you say one word I’ll charge you 50 dollars.” 

Morris and Esther agreed and up they went. The pilot did all kinds of fancy 

manoeuvres but not a word was heard. He did his daredevil tricks over and over 

again, but still not a word. 

When they landed the pilot turned to Morris and said, “by Golly I did 

everything I could to get you to yell out, but you didn’t. I’m impressed.” 

Morris replied, “Well to tell you the truth I almost said something when Esther 

fell out, but you know – 50 dollars is 50 dollars.”  

 

MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP 



Our meeting on May was the occasion of our AGM and our Chairman, Martyn 

Cook has written a detailed report in this newsletter. 

The June meeting saw the return of Tom Wingham. Tom gave us a talk a couple 

of years ago about the remarkable story of his evasion from capture following a 

parachute escape from his crippled aircraft in 1944. The talk this time was the 

completion of his story, which he had been unable to finish at his previous talk. 

For 5 months his family had no news from him as he avoided capture. 

Eventually he made contact with the advancing American army. His family 

must have given up all hope for him when he finally turned up no worse for 

wear! Tom Wingham has now published a book of his extraordinary 

“adventures”  

July, and our own member Tom Scrivener gave an illustrated account of his 

service career in the RAF. Tom entitled his talk, “Ten Years and Two – And 

The number You Never Forget!” As every ex member of the armed forces will 

know that service number you were given is never forgotten! Tom is now 80 

and joined the RAF in 1946. During his service in the RAF as an airframe 

mechanic Tom was posted various RAF stations in Egypt, Pakistan, Iraq and 

Germany as well as the UK. Tom was at Martlesham Heath for 4.5 years and 

was married whilst posted here. 

A vote of thanks was given by our member Bill Grant who was a friend of 

Tom’s during their service together. 

No formal meeting is usual in August and a visit to a local place of interest is 

made. This year a trip was organised by Martyn Cook to the Norfolk and 

Suffolk Air Museum at Flixton near Bungay.  

ED 
 

AN OBITUARY 
ADIE Richard Thomas. long time member of the Society, died unexpectedly on 

 August 8, 2009, aged 64 years, at the Sue Ryder Care Home, Ipswich, after a 

long illness bravely borne, he had suffered a severe stroke some years back.  

His Funeral Service took place at Earlham Crematorium, on Wednesday, 

August 26, at 11.15 a.m. 

During the years he was a member of our Society he was known for being very 

enthusiastic, and a real gentleman with a wicked sense of humour, both 

attributes which he retained through much of his illness! At our meetings he 

always sat in the front row on the left hand side – to ensure he missed nothing!  

He made many friends not only in the Society, but also on the BT Research site 

(now “Adastral Park”), where apart from his role as Lift Maintenance Engineer, 

he voluntarily ran many trips and excursions for The Institution of British 

Telecom Engineers – his eventual tally being over 100 such trips. He will 

greatly missed by his Son and Daughter, and many others. 

HOWARD KING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AN OBITUARY – STAN WARD 
Our dear old friend and long time member of our society died in May. The West 

Chapel at Ipswich Crematorium was overflowing to hear a service of 

thanksgiving for, in his own words, “the “not so bad” life of Stanley Ward. 

Stan gave a typically humorous account of his extraordinary life and times at 

our December meeting in 2004. The talk was entitled “Humour in Aviation” 

and I can do no better than to repeat part of my report in the January, 2005 

“Runway 22”. 

“An idea of Stan’s lifelong obsession with flying was revealed when Stan 

described how, in 1934 he and some friends cycled overnight to Mildenhall in 

time to see the DH Comets take off for the Mildenhall to Melbourne Air race. 

His story of flying from the time that he joined the RAF as a boy entrant and his 

pilot training in Oklahoma, where he was very lucky to survive a crash in a 

Stearman when a blizzard reduced visibility to zero. His time as a flight 

instructor in the RAF and his post-war flying both at Marshall’s airfield at 

Cambridge and at Ipswich airfield was all told with a terrific sense of humour.  

He hardly touched on his experiences as a display pilot and the audience would 

happily have stayed until midnight to listen to more and laugh with Stan. He 

clocked up approximately 13500 hours flying during his eventful career. 9500 

of those hours was with the RAF. His log book reveals that he flew 211 

different Tiger Moths.” I concluded my report with the words, “A great evening 

– thanks Stan”. 

Obviously Stan always looked on the bright side and how fitting to hear the 

words of the Eric Idle song “Always Look on The Bright Side” as we filed out 

of the crematorium that sunny Spring day. 

Stan leaves his partner Jessie, (who continues to be a member of our society), 

and the children and grandchildren of his former marriage. 

ALAN POWELL 
 

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT 
We welcome folk who have become members since 1

st
 April. 

Tom Foubister, John Thorn, Tom Rylatt, Karl Abbott, John Hadley, Peter 

Robinson, Brian Green, Vic Skeet, John-Henry Fisher, Chris Howard, Kathleen 

Hadley, Chris Wall, Trevor Campbell. 

Our current total membership is 337. 

Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply. 

Single membership cost : £8 on joining, and just £7 per year thereafter. 



Joint membership cost : £13 on joining and just £11 per year thereafter. 

 

Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows : 

John Bulbeck, 4, Foxburrow Road, Purdis Farm, Ipswich. IP3 8UR 

Telephone 01473 273326 

 

If you like reading “Runway 22” then please make sure that you have renewed 

your membership otherwise this could be your last issue. If you have then 

please disregard this message. 

 

 

AND FINALLY…. 
I have always found it difficult to get my tongue around “The Aeroplane and 

Armament Experimental Establishment.” Apparently I am not alone because 

after the move to Boscombe Down it was abbreviated and was popularly re-

named “A-squared E-squared” by those witty fellows at Boscombe. 

As Group Captain Mike Quigley indicates in his article, the title has long since 

been superseded anyway. 

ED 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


